Abstract: The paper reports the double-averaged (in space and in time) hydrodynamic equations for 8 mobile-boundary conditions which are derived based on the refined double-averaging theorems, 9 modified Reynolds decomposition, and improved definitions of the spatial and time bed porosities. 10
Applications of the double-averaging approach to a wide range of flows, from porous media 43 flows to rough-bed open-channel flows to atmospheric boundary layers, have recently been discussed 44 in a special issue of Acta Geophysica (Nikora and Rowinski 2008 ) that highlights the main 45 advantages of this methodology, i.e.: (a) rigor and self-consistency; (b) refined definitions for rough-46 bed flows such as flow uniformity, two-dimensionality, and the bed shear stress; (c) a consistent link 47 between spatially-averaged roughness parameters, bed shear stress, and double-averaged flow 48 variables; (d) explicit accounting for the viscous drag, form drag and form-induced stresses and 49 substance fluxes as a result of rigorous derivation rather than intuitive reasoning; (e) framework for 50 scaling considerations and parameterizations based on double-averaged variables; and (f) the 51 possibility for the rigorous scale partitioning of the roughness parameters and flow properties. These 52 advantages underpin use of the double-averaged hydrodynamic equations in developing numerical 53 models and associated closures for environmental rough-bed flows; designing laboratory, field, and 54 numerical experiments; data analysis and interpretation; and guiding conceptual developments and 55
parameterizations. 56
The main achievements to date in this research area relate to fixed-bed flows while mobile-bed 57 flows still represent a major challenge in terms of both theoretical frameworks and experimental 58 data. To address this issue, Nikora et al. (2007a) presented the double-averaged hydrodynamic 59 equations and introduced two parameters characterising mobile bed conditions: the space and time 60 bed porosities. Since publication of that paper, the authors have received feedback from colleagues 61 interested in modelling mobile-bed flows that highlights the need for clarification of the double-62 averaging methodology for mobile-bed conditions. 63
The goal of this paper is therefore to refine the double-averaged hydrodynamic equations for 64 mobile-bed conditions by clarifying key ingredients involved in the derivation (Nikora et al., 2007a ): 65
(1) averaging operators and space and time bed porosities; (2) equations that link double-averaged 66 derivatives to derivatives of the double-averaged variables, known as the averaging theorems; and 67 (3) modified Reynolds decomposition of instantaneous variables. The derivation starts with 68 presenting instantaneous variables in the hydrodynamic equations using the modified Reynolds brackets denote spatial averaging. In equations (1a) and (1b), the integration domains are centered at 87
position i x and a local co-ordinate system i ξ is used for integration (Fig. 1) [ ] [ ] [ ] 
Intrinsic consecutive time-space averaging 274 275
By applying first time averaging and then spatial averaging, the quantity θ 〈 〉 can be defined as: [ ]
Intrinsic consecutive space-time averaging 286 287
We can define θ 〈 〉 similar to Eq. (11) but with the reverse averaging order, i.e.: 288 289 [ ] 
For the spatial derivative, it follows, similarly, that: 326 327 
Using the advection-diffusion equation for instantaneous variables as a starting point, i.e.: 449 450 
Advection-diffusion equations similar to (24a)-(24c) can also be derived for fine suspended 472 sediments at low concentrations at which the advection-diffusion approximation is appropriate. 473
Compared to the conventional RANS equations, Eqs. (22)- (24) showing an averaging domain and embedded mobile and fixed objects (a), time evolution of solid 697 object positions within the averaging domain: an example for the x-axis (b), spatial porosity changing 698 in time (c), and time porosity changing along the flow (d). Black colour defines a particle that does 699 not move within To (i.e., a 'solid island' within the spatial averaging domain Vo); grey colour defines 700 mobile and fixed particles that do not cross the averaging domain; and patterned objects define 701 mobile particles and a waving plant that move through the averaging domain. In this example 1 
